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Lunii Publishing offers a catalog of stories to help develop auditory memory,
enrich the imagination, culture and vocabulary. We want to offer children an
immersive audio journey thanks to our authors, translators, actors, sound
engineers and sound designers.

We offer diverse content, both original and in partnership:
Incredible adventures, childhood nursery rhymes, fantastical stories,
everyday stories, historical stories, fun quizzes, stories that take you
traveling to real or imaginary countries, stories about little girls, little boys
or animals, life stories…

We believe that children develop through learning, through curiosity and through
access to diverse content to enrich their own critical apparatus.
Available in seven languages, the Lunii catalog extends its creative approach
across borders, promoting French artists abroad, and working with
internationally renowned authors in each language.
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Lunii’s Values

With My Fabulous Storyteller, Lunii
invites families to share fun moments.
Free of screens and wave emissions, the
Storyteller is an interactive object that
offers children access to original and
educational content, aiming to develop
their imagination by encouraging them
to take part in the extraordinary adventures they are listening to.

Cultivating
curiosity

Enhancing the
imagination

Opening one’s
mind to the
world

Learning while
having fun

Take it Everywhere
Whether you’re going on a long journey by car, on a train or in a plane, with its
long battery life and large storage capacity My Fabulous Storyteller is the perfect
object for slipping into any travel bag. It is also ideal by the bed during nap time
or at night, in the kitchen at teatime or even in the living room, for some family
time together.

Sleep better
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MY FABULOUS STORYTELLER

Have more fun on
journeys

Share magical
moments

MY FABULOUS STORYTELLER
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Choose!

Luniistore

Every time they listen, children can choose the elements that will be the
foundations of each story or make choices within the story to move the
plot along.

All content from Lunii Publishing is available at the Luniistore, our interactive
library. There, users can find new stories, organize their stories and lots more
options besides!

Hero

Secondary
character

Setting

Object

MY FABULOUS STORYTELLER

MY FABULOUS STORYTELLER
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Record your own audio stories!
Lunii takes you even further into your imagination! Nature, fantasy, space, or
pirates… choose a world and tell your own stories to listen to them later on My
Fabulous Storyteller.

Awaken your children's
imagination even
more!
You can now create stories with your children:
let your imagination
run wild and share fun
moments together.

A first foray into
reading
Read a stor y that your
child loves even if they
don't yet know how to
read on their own; this
will teach them to love
reading and enforce their
autonomy!

Strengthen the bond
between children and
loved ones
Pass on memorable
stories from when you
were a child. Now your
child can fall asleep
listening to Grandpa's
voice.

• Free mobile application
• Easy to use
• Available on Google Play and the App Store
• Maximum story length: 8 minutes
• Available for 4 languages: French, English, Spanish
and Italian
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MY LUNII STUDIO

MA FABRIQUE À HISTOIRES
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Suzanne and Ben on Their Travels
Suzanne and Ben, our two favorite heroes, take you traveling around the world.
Ready to set off and discover new countries, as well as learning your first words
in foreign languages?

From 5 years
Sophie Nanteuil
SUZANNE AND BEN IN MADRID
12 stories | 1h05m11s
Storytellers: Anaïs Parelo and Paco Perez
$11.90

In order to adapt to each language, and
so that all children are able to recognize
themselves in the characters, Gaston
becomes Ben in English (British and
American), Emil in German, Michiel in
Dutch and Flemish, Leo in Italian, and Yegor
in Russian! Similarly, Suzanne becomes
Celia in Spanish, Lisa in Italian and Alicia
in Russian. .

Romain Lesiuk
SUZANNE AND BEN IN LONDON
18 stories | 2h25m37s
Storyteller: Emma Darmon
$12.90

Claude and Jeanne Delafosse,
Mickaël Ndongo and
Charles Deinausar
THE FABULOUS ADVENTURES OF
SUZANNE AND BEN
48 stories | 3h27m
Suzanne and Ben take children on fantastic
adventures full of encounters, each one more
amazing than the last. Friendships, surprises,
emotions… with these two heroes, you have
all the ingredients for fun and enchanting
moments.
Storytellers: David Kwiat and Paula Barros
From 3 years - Free
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CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES - MY HEROES

Isabelle Calabre, Sophie Nanteuil and
Romain Lesiuk
SUZANNE AND BEN IN PARIS
Julie Safier
SUZANNE AND BEN CELEBRATE
EASTER
18 stories | 1h37m

12 stories | 1h07min
Storytellers: Jérémy Bardeau and
Zina Khakhoulia
$12.90

Storyteller: Philippe Bozo
From 3 years - $12.90

MY HEROES - CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES
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Quino
MAFALDA
11 stories, 8 portaits | 42m
Rebellious Mafalda hasn't aged a day since she was first created
in the 60s. She offers her candid view of society and the world of
tomorrow, which is just as relevant now. Lunii adapts a comic
strip for the first time in this original audio version.

Francesco Altan-Tullio
LE AVVENTURE DI PIMPA
12 stories | 1h46m
The most famous little dog in Italy has come to Lunii! The original
stories of Pimpa have been adapted for My Fabulous Storyteller
in order to captivate listeners even more. Meet Pimpa and all her
friends for some exciting adventures.

Storyteller: Francesca Vettori
From 3 years - $12.90
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Storytellers: Cécile Gatto, Marie Facundo,
Tarik Mehani and Alena Boutin
From 6 years - $12.90

Romain Lesiuk
The Adventurers of the 6 Kingdoms

Avail
in Engable
lish

Zoe, Leo, Lily and Tom are heading off to discover the 6 Kingdoms. From the Ice
Kingdom and the Sea Kingdom to the Sand Kingdom, our 4 heroes have lots of fun
adventures.

From 5 years - $8.90

THE ADVENTURES OF ZOE
12 stories | 1h25m
Storyteller: Cassandra Morris

THE ADVENTURES OF LILY
12 stories | 1h19m
Storyteller: Stina Nielsen
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THE ADVENTURES OF LEO
12 stories | 1h08m
Storyteller: Kaspar Mairowitz

PANIC IN THE 6 KINGDOMS

THE HUNT FOR THE 12 JEWELS

12 stories | 1h42m

12 stories | 1h49m11s

Panic in the 6 Kingdoms! Stor ms,
melting ice, dragon attacks… What
is going on? The adventurers rush
to h e lp t h e f r a nt i c i n h a bit a nt s .
T hey m ight be brave, but do t hey
h ave wh at it t a kes to s ave t he 6
Kingdoms?

The only way to finally bring harmony
to the 6 Kingdoms, our four adventurers
set off in pursuit of the 12 jewels! But it
looks like a mad inventor is not going to
make it easy for them. The fate of the 6
Kingdoms is in the hands of our young
heroes!

Storytellers: Cassandra Morris,
Kaspar Mairowitz, Stina
Nielsen and Adam Verner
From 5 years - $12.90

Storytellers: EmmyLou Homs and
Bernard Alane
From 5 years - $12.90

THE ADVENTURES OF TOM
12 stories | 1h21m
Storyteller: Adam Verner

MY HEROES - CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES
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Inter
a
Albumctive
Engli in
sh

Mr. Men Little Miss

Avail
in Engable
lish

36 stories
Mr. Men Little Miss and Lunii Publishing have partnered up
to bring you the stories of these legendary characters, for the
first time in 100% audio version.

THE GREAT MR. MEN AND
LITTLE MISS INVESTIGATION

Storytellers: Barbara Weber-Scaff and Paul Bandey

1 story, 16 clues | 52m

From 3 years - $8.90

The Mr. Men and Little Miss are all together to celebrate Little
Miss Fun's birthday. But the party takes an unexpected turn:
Little Miss Splendid's hat has disappeared! Little Miss Wise is on
the case to uncover the party pooper.

Storytellers: Barbara Weber-Scaff and Paul Bandey
From 5 years - $12.90
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MR. Men little Miss vol.1
6 stories | 35m

MR. Men little Miss vol.2
6 stories | 35m

MR. Men little Miss vol.3
6 stories | 37m

MR. Men little Miss vol.4
6 stories | 40m

MR. Men little Miss vol.5
6 stories | 41m

MR. Men little Miss vol.6
6 stories | 36m

CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES - MY HEROES

©2021 THOIP

Mickey & Co

Mickey & co Have a FRigHt
6 stories | 31m

Mickey & co Have an aDventuRe
6 stories | 30m

Mickey & co celebRate cHRistMas
6 stories | 49m

Mickey & co’s pRanks
6 stories | 33m

Mickey & co Make soMe DiscoveRies
6 stories | 29m

tHe cRazy aDventuRes oF Mickey & co
6 stories | 24m

36 stories
Disney and Lunii Publishing revive a collection of classic books about the
legendary big-eared hero and his friends, with an original audio adaptation for
My Fabulous Storyteller. A magical listening experience!

With the official French characters’ voices.

From 3 years - €7.90
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©2021 Disney

MY HEROES - CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES
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Avail
in Engable
lish

Avail
in Engable
lish
Juliette Saumande
THE WANDERLY TALES
18 stories | 2h08m
Tamsin has a dream: to be accepted at King Arthur’s Round Table.
Tristan is the Fairy Queen’s favorite messenger. Our two heroes
enjoy extraordinary adventures alongside the emblematic
characters of Celtic and British folklore.

Storytellers: Daisy May and David Holt
From 5 years - $12.90

Karine Braud
WOW PIRATES!
18 stories | 1h39m
Kradok the Terrible and Alfrida the Fearsome set off with their
crews to go hunting for treasures! Dragons, magic fish, mermaids
and giant octopi await. It appears that the oceans are home to
some rather strange creatures...

Storyteller: Laetitia Daligault
From 3 years - $12.90
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Avail
in Engable
lish

Laura Nsafou
THE LUMINARIES

Laura Nsafou

12 stories | 2h3m

FADYA AND THE RIVER’S SONG

From the deserts of Mali to the rivers of Mauritania is a song
known only to Africa itself. It is the song of the Luminaries, who
give help to anyone they meet along the way. A real voyage of
discovery inspired by traditional African stories.

Storytellers: Dominique Toney, Deanna Anthony,
Sophia Thomas, Marc Samuel and Donn Swaby
From 5 years - $15.90
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CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES - EPICS

40 pages
To extend the journey, for the first time Lunii presents an
illustrated book of one of the audio stories. Discover the
Luminaries and their beautiful golden tunics, as well as the
magical creatures they encounter, as they come to life in the book.

Illustrated by: Amélie-Anne Calmo
From 3 years - €18.90

Audrey Poulat
SOS FAIRIES TO THE RESCUE
18 stories | 1h27m
The fairies Helping Hand, Gone with the
Wind and Knock on Wood have one goal:
to help those in need. And they are in high
demand! Armed with their powers, the
three fairies do their best to help solve
everyone’s problems.

Sofia Gallo

Storyteller: Katia Ghanty
From 3 years - $12.90

SILVER
Il camion giramondo
12 stories | 1h29m
Christophe Loupy
IT’S MARVELLOUS!
18 stories | 1h38m
The fairy Rose and the princess Jade
never miss a chance to flit away and
have some fun in their fairy world!
Storyteller: Adeline Chetail
From 3 years - $12.90
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CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES - EPICS

Silver is a magic truck that takes Giulia and Pietro all over the
world. In two snaps of their fingers, the children travel to the
middle of the jungle, the top of an ice floe, or a desert oasis,
learning lots of things from Silver along the way.

Storytellers: Marinella Armagni, Massimo Rossi and
Marta Buzi
From 3 years - $12.90

EPICS - CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES
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Thibault Guichon
FORTIFIED CASTLES
18 stories | 1h51m

Vincent Cuvellier

Jeanne is fed up with being a perfect
princess, and much prefers sword fights!
Louis dreams of heroic quests and joining
the Square Table of King Dagobert. Whether
it’s a dragon, a wicked stepmother or a
giant, nobody will get in their way!

THE BOY WITH A NEW NAME EVERY DAY

Storytellers: Kelly Marot and
Léon Bertrand Vivier
From 3 years - $12.90

Storytellers: Vincent Cuvellier and Magali Moreau
From 5 years - $12.90

18 stories | 1h37m
In Prehistoric times, there is at tribe of women. Young Bat, the
leader, has decided that the only little boy in the tribe should be
given a new name every day. It’s not easy being called ‘Big Bump’
or ‘3 Raindrops’! “Luckily, I’ll have another name by tomorrow.”

Mickaël Ndongo
INTO OUTER SPACE!
18 stories | 1h42m
Off into outer space with whacky and
e n dea r i ng he ro e s we d re a m of
meeting!
Storyteller: Benoît Allemane
From 3 years - $12.90
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Everyday life
Avail
in Engable
lish

Nadine Brun-Cosme and Sophie Nanteuil
MY SUPER-MUMMIES
24 stories | 2h06m
Josephine and Marius both have Super-Mummies! Whether
they’re at school, at home or on holiday, our two heroes show us
how amazing their mummies are with these stories exploring
everyday family life.

Fran Pintadera

Susanna Mattiangeli

EL GRAN CONCIERTO

VICOLO CANTASTORIE, 10

12 stories and one song | 1h44m

12 stories| 1h27m

The Majestuoso Theater is getting
ready to welcome the famous group
the Black Spectacles to a public wild
with applause. The musicians, theater
technicians, and fans must all prepare
themselves for all kinds of strange
and unexpected things to happen!

How do caterpillars eat? What is Mr.
Melody’s favorite sorbet? What is Mrs.
Onion still looking for? Nina and Amir
h ave a lot of quest ions for t hei r
neighbors… Susa n na Mattia ngeli
reveals a sweet and wonderful world
through these 12 poetic tales.

Storytellers: Fran Pintadera and
Patricia Charcos
From 5 years - $12.90

Storyteller: Daniele Sapio
from 4 years - $12.90

Storytellers: Bibi Jacob and Juliette Aver Bary
From 3 years - $16.90
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Nadine Brun-Cosme

Nadine Brun-Cosme

THE SWAP / L’ÉCHANGE

1, 2, 3 FIREWORKS! /1, 2, 3, FEUX D'ARTIFICE !

18 stories | 1h12m

12 stories | 1h12m

From their respective sides of the Atlantic, Corto and Tina will
discover a new culture and language.
Playing on the sounds and music of the words in each language, the
author offers sweet stories of the children’s everyday lives that
resonate just as well in French as they do in English!

In both America and France, in the city of New Orleans and the French
countryside, July is the month for saying farewell to the classmates
and celebrating under the stars. One thing is sure: no matter where
they are, the fireworks are always beautiful!

Storytellers: Damien Dutrait and Elizabeth Wautlet
From 5 years - $12.90
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Storytellers: Damien Dutrait and Elizabeth Wautlet
From 5 years - $12.90

Géraldine Bueken
ON THE SCHOOL BENCHES

Sabine du Fay

12 stories | 1h04m
It’s back to school for Dahlia and Gary, and
they can’t wait to get there! But who isn’t
afraid of ending up on their own, having a
teacher who isn’t very nice, or worse…
having to eat BROCCOLI at lunch time? An
album that helps to take the drama out of
the common fears of young schoolchildren.
Storyteller: Clémence Chatagnon
From 3 years - $11.90

MY MOODS IN POETRY
29 poems | 24 min
Whether we’re in love, filled with sadness, feeling playful or
grumpy… we all have a little something in our hearts, something
that puts us in a good or bad mood. A poetic and musical journey
to help keep your emotions in check.
Christophe Nicolas
THE 7 CONTINENTS
TOURNAMENT
12 stories | 1h27m
Who will win the competition? The
Brazilian with their black panther,
famous for its game of paws, England
with its proud captain or Côte d’Ivoire
with their goalkeeper, the elephant
Babacar? That is, only if he agrees to
give up on his bunch of bananas to
get back in goal!

Storyteller: Alice Le Strat
From 3 years - $8.90

PLAYTIME JOKES
100 jokes | 16min
Storyteller: Delphine Le Moine
From 3 years - $3.90

Storyteller: Victorien Robert
From 5 years - $12.90
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Avail
in Engable
lish

Monica Clark-Robinson
MONSTROUS FAIRY TALES
18 stories | 2h07m
Meet the biggest villains… who aren’t so scary after all! In this
fairy-tale world full of humor, even the dreadful deserve a
second chance, whether they’re an insomniac vampire or a
vegetarian ogre!

Pascal Parisot

Storyteller: Rosalinde Milan
From 5 years - $12.90

DEADLY FUNNY
12 songs | 1h12m
Ready to get goosebumps? Enter the
happily terrifying world of Pascal
Parisot whose extravagent residents
will make your teeth chatter... to the
beat! 12 frighteningly funny songs to
make you tremble with joy and die of
laughter.

Storyteller: Pascal Parisot
From 4 years - $12.90
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CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES - SEASONS

Jérémy Semet
PUMPKINS, WITCHES & CO.
18 stories | 1h39m
A witch called Willemina and a little
boy called Howie invite you into a
world of broomsticks, old spel lbooks, pumpkins and magic mirrors.
Storyteller: Yoann Sover
From 3 years - $12.90

Matthieu Sylvander
MRS. CLAUS AND THE WINTER MAGIC
12 stories | 1h10m

Ingrid Chabbert

Pino Pace

COUNTDOWN TO CHRISTMAS

A CARNEVALE OGNI STORIA
VALE

24 stories | 2h00m
With Christmas approaching, a little
boy called Jonas and Marilou, Santa's
ch ief el f, face ma ny u nex p ected
events.W hat with Jonas' peckish
parents and Santa's streaming cold,
will everything be ready in time for
the big night?
Storyteller: Cyrille Bosc
From 3 years - $16.90

18 stories | 2h05m
Set of f on a j ou r ney to d i s cover
Italy’s most beautiful carnivals! Cori
and Seba are two children created
by the whimsical pen of Pino Pace,
who plunges them into the festive
atmosphere of the carnival. Join the
two characters for the Battle of the
Oranges in Ivrea, the Venetian parade,
or the Race to the Star in Oristano.
Storytellers: Dario Sansalone and
Chiara Leoncini
From 5 years - $12.90
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CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES - SEASONS

In the heart of the Scandinavian Forest, Mrs. Claus is working
tirelessly to prepare for the biggest celebration of the year:
sewing a red suit, mixing potions, making elves... It's no surprise
that she's just as good as Santa himself!

Storytellers: Dan Menasche, Coco Noël and Patrick Delage
From 3 years - $12.90

Avail
in Engable
lish

Davide Cali
PANDAROO
12 stories | 1h36m
He isn’t a karate champion. He isn’t a judo champion. He isn’t a
Kung Fu champion either. But he is an expert in deduction: meet
Pandaroo, the king of Sudoku! His mission? To beat the supervillains using his super-brain!

Agathe Portail
LAND OF THE WOLVES
18 stories | 1h32m
On the ice floe, in the heart of the forest or in the mountains,
Lizandre and Clarence will have some unexpected adventures in
the land of the wolves. Charming, grumpy, greedy… these animals
are full of personality and they certainly make it known!
Storyteller: Philippe Gaudin
From 3 years - $12.90
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CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES - ANIMALS

Storytellers: Taylor Gasman, Kaycie Chase,
David Gasman and Sharon Mann
From 5 years - $12.90

Avail
in Engable
lish

Julie Barant

Lena Hach

DINO DINO

IN THE WOODS

18 stories | 1h34m

12 stories | 2h13m

Meteorites, strange fruits, giant trees… expect
plenty of surprises with Pina the T-Rex and Fred
the Pterodactyl!

Well, well, well! What’s going on in the woods? Together with
their fun woodland friends – the mouse twins Pip and Parp, a
wild boar mama named Klara, and the old fox, Roger von
Bushytail – Wild Billy Bristles and Inspector Scarlett the Squirrel
enjoy lots of exciting adventures in the woods.

Storyteller: Magali Rosenzweig
From 3 years - $12.90

Storyteller: Jenny Bryce
From 5 years - $12.90
Mireille Mirej
WELCOME TO THE PONY CLUB!
18 stories | 1h32m
Storyteller: Julien Bocher
From 3 years - $12.90
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Avail
in Engable
lish
Avail
in Engable
lish

Elisa Mazzoli
ASTRA
12 stories | 1h21m

Earth Rangers
EARTH RANGERS ANIMAL DISCOVERY
12 animals to discover | 1h32m
Discover some of Earth's most amazing animals with Earth
Ranger Emma! She's pulled together some of her favorite
interviews with experts, wild and wacky animal facts, and
animal discovery adventure reports for a truly epic experience.

Storyteller: Earth Ranger Emma / Lee Lawson
From 5 years - $14.90
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In the middle of the universe, among asteroids and bright
galaxies, Neo the leopard and Pam the panther zoom through
space to discover new planets and make friends all over the
Milky Way. Climb on board, fasten your seat belts and 3, 2, 1…
blast off!

Storytellers: Mandy Kaplan and Andrew Frankel
From 5 years - $12.90

12 stories
Discover the timeless stories published by l’école des loisirs, including, among
others, Loulou by Grégoire Solotareff, C’est moi le plus beau [I Am So Strong] by
Mar io Ra mos, Haut les pattes [Paws up!] by Cat har i na Va lck x or even
Cornebidouille by Magali Bonniol and Pierre Bertrand.

From 3 years - $9.90

Jean de La Fontaine, Marc Séassau
LA FONTAINE’S FABLES AND EVERYDAY
SKETCHES
12 fables and 12 stories | 1h12m
(Re)discover twelve timeless fables explained to children
through twelve stories rooted in everyday life. Just imagine if
La Fontaine came to your house and revealed his secrets…

Storyteller: Elodie Fondacci
From 6 years - $12.90

EVERY KIND OF WOLF
6 stories | 24m
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WHEN YOU’RE LITTLE, ANYTHING GOES
6 stories | 37m

CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES - CLASSICS

Charles M. Schulz
PEANUTS CELEBRATIONS!
6 holidays to celebrate | 57m

Annika Klee
VERHEXT UND WACHGEKÜSST:
Grimms Märchen Für Moderne Kinder
18 stories | 3h15m
Grimms' fairytales have kindled imaginations for generations.
Now, Annika Klee offers contemporary versions of the stories,
adapted with humor and wit. Written like parables, these stories
will captivate young and old alike!

Storytellers: Anja Taborsky, Mio Lechenmayr,
Eric Asche and Sandra Steffl
From 5 years - $17.90
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Charlie Brown, Snoopy and the gang love the holidays! They don’t
always see eye to eye on what are the best traditions, but they
always look out for each other, and in the end, they always come
together to celebrate the most joyful times of the year.

Storyteller: Lannon Killea
From 5 years - $11.90

La Bibliothèque Nationale de France
A collection of 4 albums
Lunii Publishing and the BnF (the National Library of France) uncover the hidden
treasures of France’s national heritage. Perrault, Andersen, Grimm… (Re)discover
classic tales through soundtracks straight out of the 1950s and 60s. A journey
through the ages that will delight both children and adults alike.

From 5 years
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PERRAULT’S FAIRY TALES
4 tales | 1h25m
$11.90

LITTLE POEMS FROM THE PAST
29 poems | 27m
$8.90

ANDERSEN’S FAIRY TALES
4 tales | 1h25m
$11.90

GRIMMS’ FAIRY TALES
6 tales | 1h39m
$11.90

CLASSICS - CREATE YOUR OWN STORIES
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Muriel Bloch
ANIMAL TALES FROM AROUND THE WORLD
14 tales | 1h51m
Tales with different moods, depicting animals who are loving,
bad-tempered or adventurous, but also lazy and mischievous.
Each text reveals a maxim to encourage children to reflect. A
truly cultural journey, accompanied by original music.

Storyteller: Muriel Bloch
Musician: João Mota
From 5 years - $12.90
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QUIET TIME
My Little Meditations

62

I Relax to Music
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Sweet Dreams

64

Relax In The Clouds

65

61

Avail
in Engable
lish

MY LITTLE MEDITATIONS

I RELAX TO MUSIC

6 meditations | 40m

7 relaxations | 43m

Ca l m i ng dow n by regu lat i ng t he breat h ,
mastering all five senses… these meditations
will help children to become aware of their body
and their sensations. Sessions for learning how
to be present in the moment.

Curl up in a ball like a hedgehog, balance like a
flamingo, walk like a tiger… Through this gentle
introduction to yoga poses, children learn to
listen to their bodies. These relaxation sessions
are set to lovely classical music to help promote
calm, and encourage children to let go.

From 5 years - $8.90
From 5 years - $12.90
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QUIET TIME

QUIET TIME
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Avail
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Avail
in Engable
lish

Avail
in Engable
lish

Sophie Nanteuil and
Nadège Pétrel

Sophie Nanteuil and
Nadège Pétrel

RELAX IN THE CLOUDS
I Can Fall Asleep

RELAX IN THE CLOUDS
I Can Manage My Emotions

SWEET DREAMS

6 stories and 6 relaxations | 1h31m

6 stories and 6 relaxations | 1h20m

6 stories | 47m

Sometimes, you can't get to sleep
because you've had a bad day, or a
nightmare woke you up... Simply go
see Mr. Snorr, the little zen wizard
and Coco, the cotton candy bear who
smells like coconut, you'll soon be
back in the land of sweet dreams.

What do you do when you have a ball
of sadness that won't go away, or when
you're just too excited? Paul has a
secret: Mr. Snorr the little zen wizard
is always ready to help him calm
down. An album to help children
rediscover a sense of calm and peace.

Storyteller: Juanita Grande
From 3 years - $12.90

Storyteller: Juanita Grande
From 3 years - $12.90

Sophie Nanteuil

It’s bedtime. Time to snuggle down under the covers and dive into
a world of dreams. Gentle, poetic stories combined with little
relaxation exercises to help your child drift off to sleep.

Storyteller: Lory Reyes
From 3 years - Free
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QUIET TIME

RELAX IN THE CLOUDS - QUIET TIME
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TAKE PART IN THE
ADVENTURE !
Children become the heroes of their own adventures
by making choices at certain points in the story.

Lou and Friends

68

Hugo and Elliot

70

Flora and Colette

72
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Avail
in Engable
lish

Romain Lesiuk
THE RAINBOW KINGDOM
1h22m
Everything has gone wrong in the Rainbow Kingdom, as a
terrible dragon has turned this colourful universe to black and
white. Fortunately, young Lou, armed with her magic brush, is
determined to reverse the situation.

Romain Lesiuk

Storyteller: Barbara Weber-Scaff
From 5 years - $12.90

THE STOLEN BIRTHDAY
1h30m
While everyone seems to have forgotten her
birthday, Lou sets off on a quest in search
of the forgotten celebration. But in which
of the three worlds - Halloween, Christmas
or Easter - will she find her lost birthday?
Storyteller: Fily Keita
From 5 years - $12.90

68

Romain Lesiuk
IN SEARCH OF THE LOST RABBIT
1h08m
Disaster! The chief rabbit of the
Easter Kingdom has vanished. Who
will be in charge of making all the
chocolate? The intrepid Lou leads the
investigation.
Storyteller: Fily Keita
From 5 years - $11.90

TAKE PART IN THE ADVENTURE - LOU AND FRIENDS

Avail
in Engable
lish

Romain Lesiuk
DREAM WORLD
1h30m
Thanks to their special power, Hugo and Elliot team up with the
Sand Merchant to defeat the terrible Emperor of Darkness, who
has condemned all children to have only nightmares. The two
friends set out on a mission to bring back dreams to Dream World!

Romain Lesiuk

Storyteller: Christopher Gebauer
From 5 years - $12.90

TOY ISLAND
1h15m
Lou, Hugo and Elliot meet for the very first time
on a voyage worthy of the greatest explorers.
Thrust onto Toy Island, they are going to have
to use all their imagination to help the sadlooking toys regain their splendor!
Storytellers: Fily Keita and Marc Duquenoy
From 5 years - $12.90

Romain Lesiuk
THE CORRIDORS OF TIME
1h15m
During a visit to the museum, Hugo
and Elliot find themselves sucked
into the Corridors of Time. On their
unexpected adventures, the two
friends meet legendary characters
f ro m t h ro u g ho ut H i s tor y, f ro m
prehistoric times to the Middle Ages.
Storyteller: Marc Duquenoy
From 5 years - $12.90

70

TAKE PART IN THE ADVENTURE - HUGO AND ELLIOT

Camille Masson
THE FANTASTIC ADVENTURES OF
FLORA AND COLETTE
1 quest, 22 places to explore | 2h11m
Flora is a princess who is afraid of everything and everyone. And
her servant Colette is ready to face anything! Help them find Sir
Pikpik, Flora's missing baby dragon. But along the way, watch
out for ogres, mermaids, and goblins!

Storytellers: Benjamin Bollen, Clara Soares and
Lucille Boudonnat
From 7 years - $11.90
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BRAINSTORMING!
Portraits of Rebel Girls

76

Visionarii

77

My Quiz Box

78

Hide And Seek With Vowels

79

Fun Spelling Tales

80

Quelle Histoire

82

Maestro

84
75

Visionarii
Visionarii is the Lunii collection that spotlights men and women
who have changed the world. Told by their contemporaries, these
visionaries are revealed in all their humanity and remind us to
trust our intuitions and our dreams.

Avail
in Engable
lish

From 5 years

Avail
in Engable
lish

Federica Iacobelli
GALILEO GALILEI | 6 stories

Anke Dörrzapf

Meg Belviso

Kirsten Anderson

JANE GOODALL | 6 stories

ANDY WARHOL | 6 stories

PINA BAUSCH | 6 stories

PORTRAITS OF REBEL GIRLS
9 stories | 2h21m
Lunii Publishing is happy to introduce 9 portraits of Rebel Girls,
whether they are scientists, sportswomen or defenders of human
rights! Being a woman isn’t always easy - but these ladies have
proved to the world that anything is possible.

From 7 years - $8.90

76

BRAINSTORMING!

VISIONARII - BRAINSTORMING!

77

Les Incollables
My Fabulous Storyteller becomes My Quiz Box! From ages 5 up to 10 years, answer
questions on the legendary French fan of cards, to become unbeatable at all
subjects! An original way to learn while having fun.
In partnership with Play Bac.

From 5 years - $4.90

Anne Cévènes
HIDE AND SEEK WITH VOWELS
12 stories | 54m
Discover vowels with fictional stories associated with fun and
educational games. The stories were written by a speech
therapist who was keen to combine rich vocabulary with an
introduction to learning to read.

Les Incollables - 5-6 years old
90 questions | From 5 years
Les Incollables - 6-7 years old
100 questions | From 6 years
Les Incollables - 7-8 years old
100 questions | From 7 years

Storyteller: Jessie Lambotte
From 3 years - $8.90

Les Incollables - 8-9 years old
100 questions | From 8 years
Les Incollables - 9-10 years old
100 questions | From 9 years

C
CE M1
CE1 2
78

BRAINSTORMING!

79

Elodie Fondacci
FUN SPELLING TALES
8 stories | 53m
What would Mr. C say if someone took away his cedilla? What if
there was a negation team just waiting to pounce on the slightest
misstep in the land of words? Behind every grammar rule hides
a secret, scatterbrained story.

Storyteller: Elodie Fondacci
From 5 years - $12.90

80

BRAINSTORMING!

aRtists | 38m

conqueRing new
teRRitoRies | 34m

cReatoRs | 38m

gReat civilizations | 41m

inventoRs | 39m

FRencH aviatoRs | 39m

tHinkeRs | 39m

gReat queens | 35m

gReat kings | 33m

FaMous villains | 37m

gReat
MytHologies | 1h23m

politicians | 41m

Quelle Histoire
An invitation to discover world cultural heritage with fun and international
content, accessible to all. Audio documentary stories, tracing the life stories of
famous characters throughout history, including, among others, Cleopatra, Isaac
Newton and Frida Kahlo.

From 6 years - $6.90

FaMous RevolutionaRies | 38m

COURAGEOUS WOMEN
9 stories | 1h02m
From 6 years - $11.90
DiscoveRing new woRlDs | 36m
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BRAINSTORMING! - QUELLE HISTOIRE

QUELLE HISTOIRE - BRAINSTORMING!

83

Hello Maestro
Hello Maestro and Lunii Publishing are revisiting the famous animated series
Il était une fois...la Vie [Once Upon a Time...Life]. Original stories to unlock the
secrets of the human body, specially designed for My Fabulous Storyteller. An
extraordinary journey into the microscopic!

SUZANNE & BEN
DISCOVER THE HUMAN BODY
1 journey, 17 stops | 2h10m
What is a nerve? How does the heart work? Why do we eat?
Our heroes Suzanne and Ben set off on a new voyage, this time
on a microscopic level! Their goal? Understanding how the
human body and it's organs work, alongside their friend Maestro!

Storytellers: Jean-Claude Donda, Patrick Préjean,
Martial Le Minoux, Nathalie Homs and Hélène Barillé
From 5 years - $15.90

SUZANNE & BEN DISCOVER THE FIVE SENSES
10 stories | 1h31m
What is a flavor? Why do we see colors? Our heroes Suzanne and
Ben set off on a journey around the inside of the human body to
solve these mysteries. Guided on their quest by the famous
Maestro, the secrets of the five senses will soon be revealed!

Storytellers: Jean-Claude Donda,
Martial Le Minoux and Nathalie Homs
From 4 years - $12.90
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HELLO MAESTRO - BRAINSTORMING!
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MY MUSIC BOX
My Fabulous Storyteller becomes My Music Box!
New songs from the catalog of the publisher Didier
Jeunesse and adapted for My Fabulous Storyteller.

87

Didier Jeunesse Nursery Rhymes
In German, English, French or Spanish, every country has its emblematic
tunes: are you ready for take-off?

From 3 years - $12.90

THE BEST NURSERY RHYMES FOR SINGING AND
HAVING FUN IN SPANISH
29 nursery rhymes | 33m

Avail
in Engable
lish

88

SWEET AND FUN NURSERY RHYMES

THE BEST GERMAN NURSERY RHYMES

22 nursery rhymes | 38m

23 Nursery rhymes | 32m

MY MUSIC BOX - DIDIER JEUNESSE NURSERY RHYMES

DIDIER JEUNESSE NURSERY RHYMES - MY MUSIC BOX

89

French Nursery Rhymes
Discover in particular Maman les p’tits bateaux, Un, deux, trois, je vais au bois or
even Vive le vent.

nuRseRy RHyMes FoR Dancing
24 nursery rhymes | 43m - $12.90

nuRseRy RHyMes FoR going to sleep
22 nursery rhymes | 35m - $12.90

nuRseRy RHyMes FoR cHRistMas
20 nursery rhymes | 37m - $12.90

nuRseRy RHyMes FoR going to scHool
22 nursery rhymes | 33m - $12.90

From 3 years

THE BEST CLASSIC FRENCH NURSERY
RHYMES
45 nursery rhymes | 1h12m
$16.90

90

MY MUSIC BOX - FRENCH NURSERY RHYMES
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Authors

Nadine Brun-Cosme

Romain Lesiuk

With over thir t y years specializing in children’s
literature, Nadine writes novels and books, as well as
plays. The author of Grand Loup & Petit Loup [Big Wolf
& Little Wolf], she has now turned her hand to writing
gentle, poetic stories for Lunii Publishing.

Wi th a boundless imagination that takes us to
fantastic and amazing worlds, Romain has been a
Lunii author from the very beginning. We grow and
evolve together as we collaborate on projects.

Davide Cali

Christophe Nicolas

A prolific author, Davide Cali has writ ten over 60
books. His amusing, of fbeat stories have wowed
var ious publisher s , and for good reason . Lunii
Publishing is presenting the adventures of Pandaroo,
a funny and very flamboyant superhero!

Author of the graphic novel Tétine Man [Dummy Man]
published by Didier Jeunesse and the collection of early
reading books L’Apprenti chevalier [The Apprentice
Knight] published by Nathan, Christophe has a real way
with words. Humor and irony are his hallmark.

Monica Clark-Robinson

Laura Nsafou

Monica Clark-Robinson is a writer, an actress, an
educator and a children’s librarian. She strongly
believes that the right book, at the right time, can
change a child’s life. Her debut picture book, Let the
Children March, was published by Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt in January 2018.

Children’s author and afrofeminist ac tivist Laura
Nsafou uses writing to question social, historical, and
cultural representations of black women. She is the
author of the audiobook series The Luminaries, from
which Fadya and the River’s Song was made into an
illustrated book.

Crédits : Franck Aubry

Authors

Lena Hach

Juliette Saumande

Lena attended clown school and studied English, German
and literary creation. After working as a journalist, she
devoted herself to children’s and YA literature. She has
since published numerous works, some of which have
been awarded various prizes.

Juliette Saumande is an author and translator. Living
in Dublin, she has written more than 40 books for
children, in both English and French. The album The
Wanderly Tales was the first original English language
album made available on the Luniistore™.

THE LUNII FAMILY - AUTHORS
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Translators

Voice Actors

Jeanne Bonner

Deanna Anthony

Jeanne Bonner is a writer, editor and literary translator.
She won the 2018 PEN Grant for the English Translation
of Italian literature. Her translations have appeared in the
Kenyon Review, Asymptote Journal, and Trafika Europe.
She teaches writing at several universities in Connecticut.

Deanna has been acting since the age of 16. A trained
actor, vocalist and narrator, she has appeared in many
plays, musicals and films. She also teaches voice
technique and performance for teens and adults in Los
Angeles. In 2020 she began hosting her own digital
talk show called Afternoon Tea with D.

Sam Gordon

Paul Bandey

A par tner of Lunii Publishing since our ver y first
forays into the international sphere, Sam Gordon has
translated most of our stories into British English. He is,
most notably, the translator of Timothée de Fombelle’s
works, and also translated the novel Arab Jazz by Karim
Miské (MacLehose Press, 2015).

Born in London, British actor Paul Bandey trained as
an actor at the famous Bristol Old Vic Theatre School.
Living for years in Paris, he has an extensive CV of
roles in theatre, and on the big and small screen. He
also works in all fields of voice acting.

Christiana Hills

Jenny Bryce

Christiana Hills is an American literary translator. She has
translated the novels One Hundred Twenty-One Days
[Cent vingt et un jours] by Michèle Audin (Deep Vellum,
2016), which was longlisted for the Pen Translation Prize,
and Hunting Party [Une partie de chasse] by Agnès
Desarthe (Unnamed Press, 2018).

After an early start in TV, film and theatre, Jenny has
become one of London's hardest working voice over
actors, from animation to dubbing on blockbusters,
documentaries, audio books and commercials. She’s
also recorded a children's songs album which was
voted Britain's most popular preschool activity.

James H. Monaco

Kaycie Chase

James Harrison Monaco is a translator of Italian and
Spanish into English, based in New York City. He specializes
in plays, literature, and audio storytelling. He also works as
a storyteller and writer himself, collaborating often with
writer/composer Jerome Ellis.

Kaycie is an actress and singer based in Paris. She was
cast in her first musical at age 13 and started dubbing
cartoons in highschool. After getting her Master in
Management she started working full time as an artist.
She was the French voice of Feifei in Netflix's animated
film Over the Moon.
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Voice Actors

Voice Actors

David Gasman

David Holt

David is an actor, director, voice actor and translator.
He had a major role in the French T V show Kaboul
Kitchen, and has had leading roles and directed several
dozen video games and thousands of cartoons such
as Rayman or Dragon Ball Z. He is also a sought-after
voice for documentaries.

David Holt studied theatre ar ts at the Birmingham
School of Speech and Drama and then moved to
London to pursue a career as an actor in T V, film,
theatre, radio, and as a voice artist. He is renowned
for his animation voice work, having appeared in over
90 animated series.

Taylor Gasman

Andrew Frankel

Taylor has loved per forming & acting from a ver y
young age, and enjoys playing the good guys as much
as the bad guys! He is a huge fan of medieval fantasy,
science fiction, history and chocolate. As a grown up,
he continues to do what he's always loved: making
characters and stories a reality.

Andrew Frankel is a voice ac tor and popular live
streamer. A graduate of UC Berkeley with a degree
in Rhetoric and New Media, Andrew taught classes in
musical improvisation and goofed around for a couple
of years doing improv comedy, all of which is brought
to the microphone for maximum absurdity.

Christopher Gebauer

Mandy Kaplan

Christopher Gebauer grew up in New York where he
now lives. A graduate of the prestigious NYU Tisch
School of the Ar t s in 2012, Christopher divides
his time between theatre and film acting, and has
recently narrated audio books, such as the Diary of
an Awesome Friendly Kid by Jeff Kinney.

Mandy has been doing voice-over for over 20 years
and loving it! Her favorite credits include HBO Family's
long running series A Little Curious and many roles in
video games. And when she has free time, she teaches
Musical Theater to kids and eats too much cheese!

Juanita Grande

Cassandra Morris

As a Canadian singer/song-writer and voice actress,
Juanita has performed as a lead and back-up singer
with dif ferent producers, and has par ticipated in
numerous voiceover projects, from documentary films
to animated characters. She also writes short stories
and composes music for children.

Cassandra Morris specializes in audio books and has
also done voice-over for video games and cartoons.
She has won numerous awards, including one for her
portrayal of the young Paloma in the American audio
version of L’Élégance du Hérisson [The Elegance of the
Hedgehog] by Muriel Barbery.

LA FAMILLE LUNII - VOICE ACTORS
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Voice Actors

Studio

Marc Samuel
Marc Samuel is a Chicago native, currently living
outside of Los Angeles California, where he works
as an on-camera and voice actor. Marc can be seen
in both prime time television shows and day time
dramas, and he has also acted in numerous television
commercials.

Donn Swaby
Originally from Queens, NY, Donn is a writer, producer
and actor in film, theater and radio. His most notable
roles include his award-nominated portrayal of Chad
Harris on the NBC soap opera Passions. He also wrote,
co-produced and starred in the feature film Buds for
Life and several short films.

Dominique Toney
Dominique Toney is a singer, songwriter, actress,
and voice over ar tist from Los Angeles. Besides
her passion for acting and music, Dominique is an
avid theatre-goer, closet ballroom dancer, amateur
gourmet chef, and proud New York University Alum.

Scopitone
For the past 30 years, Scopitone studio has been working
on stories for children and adults. From voice casting,
recording and mixing to sound design, the studio has
given life to several stories for Lunii.
Studio Scopitone
www.scopitone.com

Barbara Weber-Scaff
After a career as a singer in musicals, Barbara found
what she liked to do best: voice-over for cartoons. She
does voices in English for hundreds of animation series
as well as video games or VR… But she also continues
to appear on stage!

100
100
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edition@lunii.com

edition@lunii.com
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